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Enchanted Weapons, Armor, and Objects 
 
Generally there is no “magic store” to buy these items. Default monetary value is 400 gold (best used 
when divvying up or calculating loot, perhaps), but it has a lot to do with what the market will bear.  
 
The items are grouped by type, with six types and six entries for each type. This is designed to make it 
easy to randomize in case you want to reward your player characters with some magic gear. 
 
Feel free to name, describe, history-up, or whatever these items. Here is the basic naming convention. 
• Ring. [Power] Ring. Water Breathing Ring. 
• Shield. [light/heavy] [Power] Shield. Heavy Illuminus Shield. 
• Weapon. [Type] [Power] [Weapon]. Light Dancing Shortsword. 
• Armor. [Type] [Power] Armor. Very Heavy Healing Armor. 
• Ranged and Objects. As written.  
 
1. Ring.  

1. Darkvision. Constant ability. See in the dark for 9 meters.  
2. Protection. Constant ability. Gain +2 AC.  
3. Healing. Arena. Heal 1 wound as a focus action, self or other.  
4. Water Breathing. Constant ability. Able to breathe water.  
5. Energy. Rested.  Recharge a rested talent as a free action.  
6. Critical Aim. Arena. After rolling to hit, decide a hit is “to the face.” 

 
2. Shield. (Roll any die; low, a light shield, high, a heavy shield.) 

1. Uncrumpler. Constant ability. Is never destroyed, no matter how often used. 
2. Illiminus. Constant ability. Projects light as a torch at will. 
3. Armwall. Arena. Spend 1 AP to bolster the shield so it takes a hit and passes no wounds on to the 

wearer. The shield is not damaged when used in this way. 
4. Mirrored. Constant ability. Allows the wearer to fight foes without looking directly at them. In 

bright conditions, can take action from another in same or adjacent arena, test Cunning vs. 
Commitment. 

5. Dispillation. Arena. Adds +6 to an effort to resist magic, or +6 to AC of a magic attack. 
6. Sight. Arena. Look over the top of the shield to see invisible or hidden objects, gaining +4 to 

Awareness tests. 
 
3. Weapon. (1d12: 1-3, light. 4-6, reach. 7-9, heavy. 10-12, very heavy.) 

1. Morphing. Arena. It can become any kind of weapon as a free action. 
2. Extending. Arena. It can also attack those in adjacent arenas. 
3. Flaming. Constant ability. It gives light as a torch and upgrades damage type by 1. 
4. Deadly. Constant ability. It does +1 wound with each successful hit. 
5. Dancing. Arena. It can animate and defend its owner for the duration of a fight. 
6. Vampiric. Constant ability. Every 2 wounds it inflicts heals the user 1 wound. 

 
4. Armor. (d12: 1-3, light. 4-6, medium. 7-9, heavy. 10-12, very heavy.) 

1. Mystic Fitting. Constant ability. The armor is 1 less heavy. 
2. Disorientation. Constant ability. Grants +2 AC by distorting perception. 
3. Healing. Arena. Heals 1 wound as a free action. 
4. Buoyant. Constant ability. Does not hamper swimming at all, grants free movement underwater. 
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5. Sustaining. Rested. Counts as resting the character, providing energy equivalent of food, water, 
and six hours of sleep and recharging all rested abilities. 

6. Stealthy. Constant ability. Grants +2 to stealth attempts, stealth is not penalized by armor weight. 
 
5. Ranged. 

1. Heavy Crossbow of Flaming Doom. Arena. One bolt does 2 damage and sets aflame any 
flammable target it hits. 

2. Self-Loading Heavy Crossbow. Constant ability. The crossbow reloads itself every round as a 
free action. 

3. Featherfaced Bow. Arena. An attack automatically hits in the face. 
4. Thunderhammer. Arena. This heavy weapon can be flung to attack others in the same arena or 

an adjacent arena. It can be called back to hand with a focused action. 
5. Quickbow. Constant ability. Spend 1 AP to get an extra ranged attack this round. 
6. Bonedry Cannon. Constant ability. The powder in this pistol never gets wet. 

 
6. Objects.  

1. Amulet of Spikes. Arena. For 1 round, all attacking minions fall after they attack the owner. 
2. Horn of Terror. Arena. Blow the horn, and foes must test Commitment difficulty 8 or flee. 

Toughest foes test first; each fleeing tier is -2 morale to lower tiers. 
3. Muscle Belt. Constant ability. Carry 1 extra heavy thing, do 1 extra wound in melee, gain +2 to 

Brawn rolls. 
4. Evasion Boots. Arena. Test Daring difficulty 7 to avoid a successful hit in combat. 
5. Stonecloak. Arena. Duck under the cloak, it stiffens to an appearance of stone. Awareness 

difficulty 10 to detect the fake. Seeing and hearing what goes on outside is -2 Awareness for the 
hiding character. This can last for hours if need be. 

6. Scamperclaws. Arena. Ignore any penalty or difficulty to climb or drop from one arena to the 
other while empty-handed and wearing these climbing claws. 


